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What would happen if the fort was
in the middle of a city in a maze of

underground tunnels? A large
treasure is waiting to be found, but

the key of the Fort is in danger!
You are on the Fort! and you have
to collect all the coins inside the
Fort and collect all the keys that

will lead you to the treasure. Your
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turn! Find all the hidden things in
the Fort and collect as many keys
as you can! Beware of all the traps
and don't forget to collect all the
keys of the games of the fort. Do
you like adventure games? Fort

Boyard, now in single and
multiplayer mode will always

surprise you! Take up the
challenge to find the eight keys
that will allow you to enter the

portal that will allow you to
progress and follow the clues and
find the treasure! Fort Boyard is a
new and crazy challenge: collect
all the coins and find all the keys.
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You will have fun and will not be
tired of this adventure! You will
also be able to complete and

unlock a wide range of
achievements and trophies. Fort

Boyard Dark Side will let you
experience the nightlife of this

fort, where the eccentric residents
open their doors to you and will

challenge you. You will be able to
access all of their apartments, and
each room is packed with a certain
theme: a circus of the night, a dark
underground passage, a haunted
forest and so on. The game offers
more than 10 activities of action,
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adventure, dexterity, and parties!
You can connect up to four players
and share a board and cards but

not the money of the game or the
points. Board Boyard mode also

removed the icons from the board
and setup the game for four

players, so you play cards on a
giant virtual board and compete

for money. This can sometimes get
a little crowded on the board

though, especially if you have a lot
of players, as well as you cannot
place any icons or remove any
icons. Adventure mode is really

the original way to play the game
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and has been there since the
original release of the game. The
input for the players can be hard

to grasp when there are no
buttons, this is best explained with
the second game mode, Training,
that also feels like the real reality

show version. Fort Boyard is a
good game, especially if you have
a friend that likes the game show,
will probably have a lot of fun and
less fatigue playing. The original
release though is lacking a few

features such as the ability to host
your own sessions and community

features.
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there are four challenges to play in
fort boyard, each one playing for

more time than the last. in the first
challenge, you will face off against

a fellow team. in this challenge,
you have to find a way to win 5

items to complete the challenge.
each item will contain 1 minute

and 30 seconds and the challenge
will be timed. to complete the

challenge, you have to win with
the most items at the end.

adventure mode is the way to play
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the classic game, where players
are able to play through all the

missions and challenges. gamblers
mode is a multiplayer experience
with a unique twist. you can play
the challenges at your own pace

by eliminating other players. it’s a
free to play mode, but you can

purchase the game with in-game
currency. challenge mode is a way
to play through the game with the

main story missions, there are
challenges after each mission that

can be played for real in-game
currency. fort mode is a modified
version of the original game. your
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team will be responsible for
fortifying a few structures and you

will be able to play through
challenges based on a specific

structure. inside this stone vessel
posed on the sea, relive the thrills
of the teams that have trodden the

ground of fort boyard! in solo or
multiplayer mode, take up the

challenge by completing each of
the activities to be found in the
fort and collect all the keys that
will lead you to the treasure. do

you remember the old reality show
that you actually had to watch on

your television! (whaaat does
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those still exist) where four
challengers had to beat diverse
challenges to receive keys and

clues to open a cage full of coins
all of this inside a fort on an island

guarded by a dwarf and tigers.
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